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ABSTRACT

There is increasing evidence that question-answering (QA) systems with Large Language Models
(LLMs), which employ a knowledge graph/semantic representation of an enterprise SQL database
(i.e. Text-to-SPARQL), achieve higher accuracy compared to systems that answer questions directly
on SQL databases (i.e. Text-to-SQL). Our previous benchmark research showed that by using a
knowledge graph, the accuracy improved from 16% to 54%. The question remains: how can we
further improve the accuracy and reduce the error rate? Building on the observations of our previous
research where the inaccurate LLM-generated SPARQL queries followed incorrect paths, we present
an approach that consists of 1) Ontology-based Query Check (OBQC): detects errors by leveraging
the ontology of the knowledge graph to check if the LLM-generated SPARQL query matches the
semantic of ontology and 2) LLM Repair: use the error explanations with an LLM to repair the
SPARQL query. Using the chat with the data benchmark, our primary finding is that our approach
increases the overall accuracy to 72% including an additional 8% of “I don’t know" unknown results.
Thus, the overall error rate is 20%. These results provide further evidence that investing knowledge
graphs, namely the ontology, provides higher accuracy for LLM powered question answering systems.

Keywords Ontologies · Knowledge Graphs · Large Language Models · Question Answering · Retrieval Augmented
Generation (RAG) · GraphRAG · SQL Databases

1 Introduction

Business users and executives would like to have an expert about their business available to them at all times in order to
ask questions and receive accurate, explainable and governed answers. In order to achieve this goal, there has been
decades of research on question answering on structured data, namely SQL databases [6, 7, 15, 8, 4, 17, 13]. With the
rise of Generative AI and Large Language Models, this desire is stronger than ever. We postulate that LLMs combined
with Knowledge Graphs are enablers of this vision. Our previous research provided evidence that an LLM powered
question answering system that answers enterprise natural language questions over a Knowledge Graph representation
of an enterprise SQL database returns 3x more accurate results than a LLM without a Knowledge Graph [12].

Enterprises will require higher accuracy in order to adopt these question answering systems. Thus there is a critical
need to explore deterministic approaches to increase the accuracy. Without improved accuracy, organizations risk a lack
of adoption of question answering powered LLM systems, thus not fulfilling the vision.

Based on our previous research [12], our intuition is that accuracy can be further increased by 1) leveraging the ontology
of the knowledge graph to check for errors in the queries and 2) using the LLM to repair incorrect queries.

First, we observed identifiable patterns to how generated queries would fail. One such pattern was that the generated
query would use a property in the wrong direction; for example in the insurance domain, a Policy is sold by an Agent is
the accurate knowledge that would be represented in an ontology. However, if a query would represent an Agent is sold
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by a Policy, it would not match the semantics in the ontology because that is not what is represented in the ontology.
Our intuition is that the semantics of the ontology can detect these types of errors.

For example, assume the following question “return all the policies that an agent sold", resulted in the following
SPARQL query:

SELECT ?agent ?policy
WHERE {

?agent :soldByAgent ?policy .
?agent rdf:type :Agent

}

and given the following snippet of an ontology

:soldByAgent
rdfs:domain :Policy ;
rdfs:range :Agent .

we could determine that the generated query should be correct correct if the domain of :soldByAgent is :Policy.
However, per the query, the domain is :Agent and assuming they are disjoint, the generated query is incorrect.

This first part of our approach is the Ontology-based Query Check (OBQC), which checks if the query is valid by
applying rules based on the semantics of the ontology. A set of rules check the the body of the query (i.e. the WHERE
clause). Another set of rules checks the head of query (i.e. the SELECT clause). It is important to clarify that the
Ontology-based Query Check does not use an LLM. It is deterministic and based solely on the semantics of the ontology.
If the OBQC detects an error, we could either determine to not return the result thus terminate or we could try to repair
the query. This leads us to our second intuition: repairing.

Second, repairing databases[1] and programs[5, 18] has been an long standing research area in computer science.
Recently, LLMs have been applied to repair programs[3, 11]. Furthermore, new approaches are arising to correct the
results coming from LLMs through retrieval augmented generation[16]. Inspired by these approaches, consider the
following example. Once a SPARQL query is detected to be incorrect, we can define an explanation for the reason why
it is correct. Per our running example, an explanation is the following: The property :soldByAgent has domain :Policy,
but its subject ?agent is a :Agent, which isn’t a subclass of :Policy.. What if we can pass the incorrect SPARQL query,
with this explanation and prompt the LLM to rewrite the query?

The second part of our approach is LLM Repair, which repairs the SPARQL query generated by the LLM. It takes
as input the incorrect query and the explanation coming from the rule(s) that was fired as an explanation to why the
query is incorrect and re-prompts the LLM. The result is a new query which can then be passed back to the OBQC. Our
approach gives us the opportunity to understand the capability of an LLM to repair a SPARQL query and thus further
improve the accuracy.

Figure 1 depicts the overview of our approach.

We evaluated our approach using the chat with the data benchmark from our previous work1 [12]. Our primary findings
are the following:

• By grouping all the questions in the benchmark, the OBQC and LLM Repair increased the accuracy 72.55%.
If the repairs were not successful after three iterations, an unknown result was returned, which occurred 8% of
the time. The result is an error rate of 20%.

• Low complex questions on low complex schemas achieves an error rate of 10.46%, which is now at levels
deemed to be acceptable by users.

• All questions on high complex schemas substantially increased the accuracy.
• The rules related to the body of the query domain were invoked 70% of the time while the rules related to the

head of the query were invoked 30% of the time.

Comparing these results to our previous work [12], we see a progression towards higher accuracy and reduced error
rate.

Previously, we showed that by using GPT-4 and zero-shot prompting, enterprise natural language questions over
enterprise SQL databases achieved 16.7% accuracy. This accuracy increased to 54.2% when a Knowledge Graph

1https://github.com/datadotworld/cwd-benchmark-data
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Figure 1: Overview of our Ontology-based Query Checker and LLM Repair approach

representation of the SQL database was used. Thus an 3x accuracy improvement (37.5%). By using the same zero-shot
prompting on GPT-4 and adding Ontology-Based Query Check and LLM Repair, that new accuracy is 72.55%. That
is over a 4x accuracy improvement compared to not using a knowledge graph at all.

If we look at the error rate, we also see a substantial decrease. Without leveraging a knowledge graph, the error rate is
83.3%. The error rate decreased to 45.8% when using a knowledge graph. Given that we consider an unknown result in
our approach because the LLM Repair is not able to repair and the Ontology-Based Query Check catches the error,
the error rate has been further decreased to 19.44%.

The main conclusion is that we provide further strong evidence that investing in semantics, ontologies and knowledge
graphs are prerequisites to achieve higher accuracy for LLM-powered question answering systems.

2 Research Question and Hypothesis

Our research goal is to understand how to increase the accuracy of Large Language Models powered question answering
systems. By continuing to leverage knowledge graphs, our intuition is that the ontology can be used to detect errors in
queries and an LLM be used to repair the query, thus improving the accuracy. Specifically, this intuition is based on the
observation of our previous work [12]: the LLM generated a SPARQL query that produced inaccurate results due to the
following:

3
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• Incorrect Path: The generated query did not follow the correct path of the properties in the ontology. The
generated path goes from A to C when the correct path is A to B to C.

• Incorrect Direction: The generated query swaps the direction of a property. The generated direction is B to A,
when the correct direction is A to B.

Therefore, we investigate the following research questions:

RQ1: To what extent can the accuracy increase by leveraging the ontology of a knowledge graph to detect errors of a
SPARQL query and an LLM to repair the errors?

RQ2: What types of errors are most commonly presented in SPARQL queries generated by an LLM?

The hypothesis is the following: An ontology can increase the accuracy of an LLM powered question answering system
that answers a natural language question over a knowledge graph.

3 Ontology-based Query Check

Knowledge Graphs defined using the Semantic Web technology stack (specifically, RDF, RDFS, OWL and SPARQL)
have been built on a rigorous logical foundation. The exact meaning of a statement (triple) in RDF is given in terms of
predicate logic; the meaning of a model in RDFS or OWL is specified according to a logical foundation [2, 10, 9]2. The
meaning of a SPARQL query is specified in terms of these logical foundations. A practical upshot of this theoretical
framework is that it is possible to know exactly what constraints a model in RDFS or OWL places on the correctness of
a SPARQL query, and these constraints can be described in an executable way in SPARQL. We leverage this foundation
to create an ontology-based query check system for SPARQL queries. This service takes two inputs: a SPARQL query
and an ontology, and returns one output; a list of sentences that describe ways in which the SPARQL query deviates
from the specifications in the ontology.

The check system relies on the declarative nature of SPARQL, the structure of Basic Graph Patterns and importantly,
the ability to query the ontology via SPARQL itself. If the generated query deviates from the ontology, the approach
outlines how. The approach to achieve this is threefold:

First, a SPARQL query consists of a pattern to be matched against the data (specified after the keyword WHERE in
the query); known as a Basic Graph Pattern (BGP) of the query. The process begins with extraction of BGPs from the
generated SPARQL query, replacing variables with resources from a reserved namespace (prefixed with qq:). Some
portions of the original query logic, including the SELECT clause, subquery structures, filters, UNIONs, OPTIONAL
and NOT clauses, aren’t considered since the focus is on examining the compatibility of the BGP with the ontology
structure. We leave that for future work. However, note that violations of BGPs in an OPTIONAL or FILTER NOT
EXISTS / MINUS context are not ignored as they can also provide vital insights into the query understanding.

Second, construction of a conjunctive graph3, encapsulating two named graphs: :query and :ontology, representing
the query BGP-turned-RDF and the ontology, respectively.

Third, application of ontology consistency rules guided by the formal logic of RDFS and OWL. These SPARQL-
implemented rules examine the available :query and :ontology graphs and identify instances where the query
diverges from the ontology.

3.1 Body of a Query (WHERE Clause) Checks

The following are the rules that check the Basic Graph Patterns of a SPARQL query (i.e. WHERE clause) matches the
semantics of an ontology. In our current approach, we follow a subset of the RDF Schema (RDFS) semantics4.

3.1.1 Domain Rule

The domain rule (rdfs:domain in RDF Schema) is defined in English as follows: If the domain of a property p is a class
C, then the subject of any triple using p as a predicate must be a member of class C. The domain rule is formally defined
as:

IF
2For an introduction to knowledge graphs and semantic web technologies, we refer the reader to the textbooks “Semantic Web for

the Working Ontologist" and “Knowledge Graphs" https://kgbook.org/
3using RDFLib nomenclature
4https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-schema/
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?p rdfs:domain ?C .
?s ?p ?o .

THEN
?s rdf:type ?C .

The following SPARQL query is a representation of this domain rule which detects a violation:

SELECT ? p ? domain ? s ? c l a s s WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {

? s ? p ? o .
? s a ? c l a s s .

}
GRAPH : o n t o l o g y {

? p r d f s : domain ? domain .
FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? domain ) )

}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {

? c l a s s r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ? domain .
}

}

The following example shows how the domain rule is used to check a BGP against an ontology. Suppose the LLM
generated the following query:

SELECT ? a g e n t WHERE {
? a g e n t : so ldByAgent ? p o l i c y .
? a g e n t r d f : t y p e : Agent

}

This query has a BGP consisting of two-triples:

?agent :soldByAgent ?policy .
?agent rdf:type :Agent

The BGP is turned into RDF graph by replacing the variables with resources from a reserved namespace (prefixed with
qq:):

qq:agent :soldByAgent qq:policy .
qq:agent rdf:type :Agent

Now, suppose the ontology includes the following definition of :soldByAgent:

:soldByAgent
rdfs:domain :Policy ;
rdfs:range :Agent .

The conjunctive graph in nquads is the following:

:query {
qq:agent :soldByAgent qq:policy .
qq:agent rdf:type :Agent .

}
:ontology {

:soldByAgent
rdfs:domain :Policy ;
rdfs:range :Agent .

}

Let’s look at this from the point of view of RDFS. The first clause, on the graph :query, finds the precondition
for rdfs:domain; there is a triple with predicate (?p) whose subject is a member of some class. The second

5
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clause searches the ontology for a relevant domain definition; that is, that same property ?p has a specified domain.
This query ignores domain definitions that are not IRIs, which would typically include domains that are UNIONs or
INTERSECTIONs of other classes. We have simplified the query for exposition in this paper, but it would be easy
enough to extend the query to deal with other OWL constructs. We leave this as future work. Finally, the FILTER clause
of this query checks to make sure that the class specified in the input query (?class) is not included in the domain
(?domain). If all of these conditions in the evaluation query hold, then we have found a violation of the ontology in the
query.

Continuing our example, in the :query graph, we have a match for the first clause, with the binding

?s -> qq:agent
?p -> :soldByAgent
?class -> :Agent

The second clause searches :ontology for a triple matching

?soldByAgent rdfs:domain ?domain

this matches, with ?domain bound to :Policy (which is indeed an IRI). Finally, we test whether

:Agent rdfs:subClassOf* :Policy .

Notice that the meaning of the * in SPARQL implies that this would succeed if :Agent were the same as :Policy. But in
this case, they are not the same, and there is no such triple, so the FILTER NOT EXISTS condition succeeds, and the
check comes up with a match, with the following bindings

?p -> :soldByAgent
?domain -> :Policy
?s -> qq:agent
?class -> :Agent

This information is not very understandable to a human, and might not be usable to an LLM. But it can be formatted
into a meaningful sentence in English as follows:

The property :soldByAgent has domain :Policy, but its subject ?agent is a :Agent, which isn’t a subclass of
:Policy.

For each check rule, we provide a template that can create this explanation. In this case, the template is: The property
{p} has domain {dom}, but its subject {s} is a {class}, which isn’t a subclass of {dom}

3.1.2 Range Rule

The range rule (rdfs:range in RDF Schema) is defined in English as follows: If the range of a property p is a class C,
then the object of any triple using p as a predicate must be a member of class C. The range rule is formally defined as:

IF
?p rdfs:range ?C .
?s ?p ?o .

THEN
?o rdf:type ?C .

The following SPARQL query is a representation of this range rule which detects a violation:

SELECT ? p ? r a n g e ? s ? c l a s s WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {

? s ? p ? o .
? o a ? c l a s s .

}
GRAPH : o n t o l o g y {

? p r d f s : r a n g e ? r a n g e . FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? r a n g e ) )
}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {? c l a s s r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ? r a n g e . }

}

6
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The message template is: The property {p} has range {range}, but its object {o} is a {class}, which isn’t a subclass of
{range}

Consider the following an example: an ontology that has one more step between a Claim and a Policy than many people
might expect:

in:against rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ;
rdfs:domain in:Claim ;
rdfs:range in:PolicyCoverageDetail .

in:hasPolicy rdf:type owl:ObjectProperty ;
rdfs:domain in:PolicyCoverageDetail ;
rdfs:range in:Policy .

that is, claims are not made directly against a policy, instead they are made against a PolicyCoverageDetail, which has a
Policy. Consider the following snippet of a LLM generated SPARQL query:

?policy rdf:type :Policy .
?claim rdf:type :Claim .
?claim :against ?policy .

We have observed this as a typical error that an LLM makes; it is relying on its background knowledge of policies and
claims, rather than on the details of the ontology. How can we tell that this is an error?

The analysis is very similar to the one for the domain rule; in this case, the range rule looks for the range of :against,
which is :PolicyCoverageDetail. But in the query, we see that the object of the predicate :against is the variable
?policy, which in turn, has type :Policy.

The template is filled out as The property :against has range :PolicyCoverageDetail, but its object ?policy is a :Policy,
which isn’t a subclass of :PolicyCoverageDetail.

3.1.3 Double Range Rule

What if two triples make conflicting requirements on the range of a property?

If the object of a first triple is the object of a second triple, then the range of the property of the first triple should be the
same as the range of the property of the second triple.

SELECT ? p ? ra ng ep ? q ? ra ng e q WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {

? s1 ? p ? o .
? s2 ? q ? o .

}
GRAPH : o n t o l o g y {

? p r d f s : r a n g e ? ra ng e p .
? q r d f s : r a n g e ? ra ng e q .
FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? r a ng eq ) ) FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? r a ng ep ) )

}

FILTER NOT EXISTS {{
{ ? ra ng ep r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ? ra ng e q . }
UNION
{ ? ra ng eq r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ? ra ng e p . }

}}}

The explanation template: The property {p} has range {rangep}, and {q} has range {rangeq}, and these are incompati-
ble.

Consider the following snippet of an LLM generated SPARQL query

?claim :against ?policy .
?policyCoverageDetail :hasPolicy ?policy .

Now, suppose the ontology includes the following definitions:

7
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:against
rdfs:domain :Claim ;
rdfs:range :PolicyCoverageDetail .

:hasPolicy
rdfs:domain :PolicyCoverageDetail ;
rdfs:range :Policy .

The LLM has tried to insert a PolicyCoverageDetail between the claim and the policy, but it didn’t get it right. The range
of :against and the range of :hasPolicy are :PolicyCoverageDetail and :Policy respectively. The check
system outputs the following explanation: The property :against has range :PolicyCoverageDetail, and :hasPolicy has
range :Policy, and these are incompatible.

3.1.4 Double Domain Rule

What if two triples make conflicting requirements on the domain of a property?

If the subject of a first triple is the subject of a second triple, then the domain of the property of the first triple should be
the same as the domain of the property of the second triple.

SELECT ? p ?domp ? q ?domq WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {

? s ? p ? o1 .
? s ? q ? o2 .

}
GRAPH : o n t o l o g y {

? p r d f s : domain ?domp .
? q r d f s : domain ?domq .
FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? domq ) ) FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? domp ) )

}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {{

{ ?domp r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ?domq . }
UNION
{ ?domq r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ?domp . }

}}}

The template: The property {p} has domain {domp}, and {q} has domain {domq}, and these are incompatible.

3.1.5 Domain Range Rule

If the object of a first triple is the subject of a second triple, then the range of the property of the first triple should be
the same as the domain of the property of the second triple.

SELECT ? p ? ra ng ep ? q ?domq
WHERE {

GRAPH : que ry
{

? s ? p ? o .
? o ? q ? o2 .

}
GRAPH : o n t o l o g y
{

? p r d f s : r a n g e ? ra ng e p .
? q r d f s : domain ?domq .
FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? domq ) )
FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? r a ng ep ) )

}

FILTER NOT EXISTS

8
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{
{

{ ? ra ng ep r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ?domq . }
UNION
{ ?domq r d f s : s u b C l a s s O f * ? ra ng ep . }
}

}
}

The template: The property {p} has range {rangep}, and {q} has domain {domq}, and these are incompatible with the
query.

3.1.6 Incorrect Property

All the properties in the query need to exist in the ontology.

SELECT ? p WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {
? s ? p ? o .
FILTER NOT EXISTS {

VALUES ? ns {
" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 1 9 9 9 / 0 2 / 2 2 − r d f − syn tax −ns # "

" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 2 / 0 7 / owl# "
" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 0 / 0 1 / r d f −schema # "

" h t t p : / / www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 4 / 0 2 / skos / c o r e # "
}
FILTER (STRSTARTS(STR ( ? p ) , ? ns ) )

}}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {

GRAPH : o n t o l o g y {
? p a ? t y p e

}}}

The template is: The property {p} isn’t defined in the ontology. Please only use properties from the ontology, or from a
standard source like rdf:, rdfs:, owl:, or skos:

3.2 Head of a Query (SELECT Clause) Checks

The following are the rules that make checks to the head of a SPARQL query (i.e. SELECT clause). A common error
for an LLM is to include extra values in the SELECT clause or to leave some out. These errors have nothing to do
with the ontology. However, a very common error is to include a variable in the SELECT clause that will be bound
to an IRI (an identifier). It is not usually good practice to return IRIs as values for a query that will be viewed by a
business user; there is no guarantee that the IRI will be meaningful (and in fact, a good reason to expect that it will not
be meaningful). There are some constructs in the ontology that can predict whether a value will be an IRI; for example,
the RDF specification states that the subject of any triple is an IRI; if a query selects a variable that is the subject of a
basic triple pattern, we can tell that it is an IRI. Similarly, if a predicate has a specified range which is a class, then the
object of that triple can be inferred to be an IRI. We have extended this method to identify variables in the SELECT
clause and indicate them in the conjunctive graph, so that we can detect these situations as well.

IRI Output Rule

SELECT ? varname WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {

? s ? p ? o .
? o a qq : V a r i a b l e .
BIND (REPLACE(STR ( ? o ) , " ^ . * [ / # ] " , " " ) a s ? varname )

}
GRAPH : que ry {

? p r d f s : r a n g e ? r a n g e .
FILTER ( ISIRI ( ? r a n g e ) )

}}

9
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The template is: Your selected variable {varname} is an IRI; your output should be something human readable, an ID
or a label.

Subject Output Rule

SELECT ? varname WHERE {
GRAPH : que ry {

? s ? p ? o .
BIND (REPLACE(STR ( ? s ) , " ^ . * [ / # ] " , " " ) a s ? varname )
? s a qq : V a r i a b l e .

}}

The template is: Your selected variable ?{varname} is an IRI (the subject of a triple is always an IRI). Your output
should be something human readable, an ID or a label.

3.3 Future work

This approach takes advantage of the power of an ontology to describe data and metadata, but it has some known
limitations.

Increased ontology expressivity modeled in OWL where domains or ranges represented as union or other logical
combinations of classes may break this implementation. We mentioned this above, when we noticed the filter that
insisted that the domain must be an IRI. This limitation can be repaired by using more complex SPARQL queries, but
trying to implement the entire logical definition of OWL in SPARQL is not only difficult, in general, it is not possible.
However, for most ontologies that are actually used in industry, simple rules like the ones outlined here are sufficient.

The hierarchical checks made assume that classes not explicitly defined to be subclasses of one another are disjoint - an
assumption not guaranteed by OWL’s Open World Assumption. It is common practice, even in very well-governed
OWL ontologies, not to include all of the disjointness axioms that are known to be true, effectively making something
of a closed-world assumption in many parts of an OWL model.

Despite these constraints, the check system provides an effective way to ensure the generated SPARQL queries adhere
to the underlying ontology, as we show in the results.

4 LLM Repair: Repairing SPARQL queries with an LLM

Given that we have a facility that can take a question and an ontology and generate a query, and another facility that can
take a query and an ontology and generate critiques of that query, how do we use this to get a more reliable question
answering system? We need one more component, one that can take those critiques and use them to improve the query.
That is the LLM Repair.

The input to the LLM Repair is a prompt that consists of 1) the list of issues for which the query is incorrect which is
the output of the OBQC and 2) the incorrect SPARQL query:

Explanation Zero-shot Prompt

We have a query {query} with some issues outlined here {issues}
Please re-write it.

The output is a new LLM generated SPARQL query, which is passed again to the OBQC. This cycle repeats until
the check pass, or an upper limit of cycles is reached. In our experiments, the limit is 3. In this latter case, the query
generation is said to be unknown; there is no point in sending a query that is known to be faulty to the database.

It is instructive to note that the LLM repair focuses on that task; we do not repeat the question nor the ontology to the
LLM. The ontology input was taken into consideration by the OBQC, and the question is reflected in the query so far.

It is also noteworthy that there are two possible outcomes; we can achieve a query that we have considerable confidence
in (because it matches the semantics of the ontology), or we fail to create such a query. In the latter case, we are aware
of the failure of the system. In contrast to a pure LLM-based system which is prone to hallucinations, when we get the
wrong answer, we know it, and can report that to the user.

10
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5 Experimental Setup

The experiments reported here use the same data as the Chat with the Data benchmark from our previous work, which
is available on github5. As a reminder, that benchmark consists of

1. Enterprise SQL Schema based on the OMG Property and Casualty Data Model
2. Enterprise question-answer that fall on a combination of two spectrums:

• Low to High question complexity pertaining to business reporting use cases to metrics and Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs) questions

• Low to High schema complexity which requires a smaller number of tables to larger number of tables to
answer the question

These two spectrums form a quadrant in which questions can be classified: Low Question/Low Schema,
HighQuestion/Low Schema, Low Question/High Schema, and High Question/High Schema.

3. Context Layer: An OWL ontology describing the Business Concepts, Attributes, and Relationships of the
insurance domain, an R2RML mappings from the SQL schema to the OWL ontology. The ontology and
mappings can be used to create a Knowledge Graph representation of the SQL database.

The question answering system we evaluated was a SPARQL zero-shot prompt to GPT-4, that is instructed to generate a
query, which is executed over a virtualized knowledge graph in data.world that is mapped to a relational database. This
is the same setup as in our previous work [12]:

SPARQL Zero-shot Prompt

Given the OWL model described in the following TTL file:
{INSERT OWL ontology}
Write a SPARQL query that answers the question.
Do not explain the query. Return just the query,
so it can be run verbatim from your response.
Here’s the question: {INSERT QUESTION}

In addition to Accurate queries (that get the right answer), Inaccurate queries (that get the wrong answer), we have
unknown queries, queries that we know are incorrect. This is an important category, as it contrasts with the well-known
and oft-maligned "hallucination" behavior of LLMs, where it provides an incorrect answer. In this setup, we also have
answers that we know to be incorrect. This third kind of result, unknown, plays into all of the metrics we track in the
results.

As we summarize the results, we follow the metric of Execution Accuracy (EA) from the Spider benchmark [14]. An
execution is accurate if the result of the query matches the answer for the query. Note that the order or the labels of the
columns are not taken in account for accuracy.

We report the following metrics for a SPARQL query generated by an LLM:

• Execution Accuracy First Time: if the OBQC returns true the first time which results in an accurate execution.
• Execution Accuracy with Repairs: if the OBQC returns false the first time and the LLM Repair results in an

accurate execution.
• Execution Unknown with Repairs: if the OBQC returns false the first time and the LLM Repair is unable to

repair after three attempts.

6 Results

We present the results addressing the two specific research questions:

6.1 Results for RQ1: To what extent can the accuracy increase by leveraging the ontology of a knowledge
graph to detect errors of a SPARQL query and an LLM to repair the errors?

By grouping all the questions in the benchmark, the Average Overall Execution Accuracy with Repairs is 72.55%. This
is an increase of 29.67% based on the Average Overall Execution Accuracy First Time which is 42.88%. The Average

5https://github.com/datadotworld/cwd-benchmark-data
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Overall Execution Unknown with Repairs is 8% which implies that the LLM Repair is usually able to repair the queries
and is still able to identify when queries can not be repaired. By combining the Average Overall Execution Accuracy
with Repairs and Average Overall Execution Unknown with Repairs, the error rate is 19.44%.

Based on the results shown in 1, we observe that the Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair favorably increased
the accuracy and reduced the error rate in two areas:

• Questions on High Complex Schema: the Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair positively impacts
the accuracy of all types of questions that are on a high schema complexity.

• Combining Accuracy and Unknowns: “I don’t know" is a valid answer and arguable a better answer than an
inaccurate answer. By combining accuracy and unknown, the error rate reduces, notably making a bigger
impact in Low Question/Low Schema.

Average
Overall

Execution
Accuracy

First Time

Average
Overall

Execution
Accuracy with

Repairs

Average
Overall

Execution
Unknown

with Repairs

Average
Overall

Execution
Accuracy +

Unknown
with Repairs

Error Rate

All Questions 42.88% 72.55% 8% 80.56% 19.44%
Low Question /
Low Schema 51.19% 76.67% 12.87% 89.54% 10.46%

High Question /
Low Schema 69.76% 75.10% 6.02% 81.12% 18.88%

Low Question /
High Schema 17.20% 76.33% 3.45% 79.79% 20.21%

High Question /
High Schema 28.17% 60.62% 8.40% 69.03% 30.97%

Table 1: Average Overall Execution Accuracy (AOEA) of Overall and Quadrant Results

We observe the following details for each quadrant:

• Low Question/Low Schema: the Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair increased the accuracy by
25.48%. The Execution Unknown with Repairs was the highest in this quadrant, 12.87%. Combined, this
implies that the error rate is 10.46%, the lowest of all the quadrants.

• High Question/Low Schema: the Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair increased the accuracy by
5.34% which was the lowest increase of the quadrants. It is not clear why. The final error rate is 18.88%.

• Low Question/High Schema: the Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair had a substantial impact by
increasing the accuracy by 59.13% with an error rate of 20.21%.

• High Question/High Schema: the Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair had a meaningful impact by
increasing the accuracy by 32.45% with an error rate of 30.97%.

Comparing to the results of our previous work[12], the accuracy increase is notable. The Average Overall Execution
Accuracy of the same zero-shot Text-to-SPARQL prompt on a Knowledge Graph representation of the SQL database,
reported in our previous work, was 54.2%, indicating an error rate of 45.8%. With our Ontology-based Query Check and
LLM Repair, the error rate is reduced to 19.44%. Figure 2 depicts these results for all the questions in the benchmark.
Figure 3 depicts these results for all questions in each quadrant.

These results are evidence that supports our hypothesis, ontologies can improve the accuracy of LLM powered question
answering systems.

A follow up question to understand the extent is the following: How much of the possible execution accuracy
improvement was achieved? In other words, given the number of times the system achieved an accurate answer on
the first time, and the total number of runs, we know how much is left for improvement. Therefore, how much of
that improvement was achieved? For example, given a total of 10 runs, where 2 of them were accurate on the first
try achieving a First Time Execution Accuracy of 20%, means that there are 8 runs left where the OBQC and LLM
Repair to repair a query in order to achieve 100% Execution Accuracy with Repairs. Let’s say that the system is able
to accurately repair 4 times, therefore the Execution Accuracy with Repairs is 60%. The achievable improvement is
50% because the accurate repair occurred 4 times out of the 8 possible times. Achievable Improvement is calculated as
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Figure 2: Average Overall Execution Accuracy (AOEA) of SPARQL and SQL for all the questions in the benchmark
from [12] compared to OBQC and LLM Repair

Figure 3: Average Overall Execution Accuracy (AOEA) of SPARQL and SQL for all questions in each quadrant from
[12] compared to OBQC and LLM Repair
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(Number of Accurately Repaired Queries) / (Total Number of runs - Number of First Time Executed Accurate queries).
The results of achievable improvement are shown in Table 2

Average Achievable Improvement
All Questions 55.57%
Low Question/Low Schema 49.30%
High Question/Low Schema 40.45%
Low Question/High Schema 72.23%
High Question/High Schema 57.70%

Table 2: Average Achievable Improvement of Overall and Quadrant Results

The results indicate that the OBQC is able to successfully repair queries half of the time. Thus, we are halfway there
and there is still room for improvement. Recall that OBQC mainly checks the body of the query and just two checks in
the SELECT clause determine if IRI identifiers are returned. We postulate that a set of inaccurate queries are due to the
overlap type of partial accurate queries: the columns returned by the query are correct, however, they are a subset of the
accurate answer. Therefore possible repair rules can be defined to check the head of the query. Additionally, this may
indicate the need for more expressive ontologies.

6.2 Results for RQ2: What types of errors are most commonly presented in SPARQL queries generated by an
LLM?

In our experiments, we kept count of the number of times a rule was invoked by the OBQC. Table 3 presents the
percentage of usage of each rule in the OBQC.

Notably, 70% of the repairs were done by the Ontological checks while 30% of the repairs were done by the SELECT
Clause checks.

The rules exclusively related to domain were invoked 42.16% of the time and surprisingly, rules exclusively related to
range were invoked less than 1% of the time. The Domain Range rule contributed to 22.78% of the repairs.

Rule Usage
Double Domain 37.47%
Domain Range 22.78%
IRI Output 18.40%
Subject Output 11.91%
Domain 4.69%
Incorrect Property 4.26%
Range 0.43%
Double Range 0.06%

Table 3: Usage of the rules in the Ontology-based Query Check

A surprising result is that the domain related rules had the largest impact in repairs. These results may shine some
light on what is happening underneath the hood inside an LLM, namely the relationship between english language and
triples of a graph. English is written and read from left to right. The domain of a property has a relationship to the left
side of a triple. If the LLM writes a query which is wrong, it would most probably get it wrong at the beginning of a
sentence/triple. This may be an explanation on why the domain related rules were the most impactful.

7 Summary, Impact and Conclusion

Summary: We present an approach to increase the accuracy of LLM-powered question answering systems that
leverages the ontology of a knowledge graph. Our approach comes in two parts: 1) Ontology-based Query Check
checks a SPARQL query generated by an LLM against the semantics of an ontology to identify and explain erroneous
queries, and 2) LLM Repair takes the explanation and the erroneous SPARQL query and prompts the LLM to repair.
This cycle repeats until the check passes, or an upper limit of cycles is reached. Our experimental results provide
evidence that our approach increases the accuracy of Large Language Model (LLM) question-answering systems to
72%, including an additional 8% of unknown, thus with an overall error rate of 20%.

Impact: It is clear that customers desire to have a chat with your data experience as if they are talking to an expert
that understands their business and is able to provide answers that are accurate, explainable and governed. The
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Ontology-based Query Check and LLM Repair are just two components of larger agent framework that underpins
data.world’s AI Context Engine6 which is an API-driven application that connects our customer’s data and metadata
with Generative AI to power trusted conversations with structured data. These two components are the results of a series
of hackathons that the authors have conducted with various data.world customers since October 2023. The data.world
AI Context Engine is in production use by a variety of data.world customers. The research and results presented in this
paper are based on a co-innovation approach between the data.world AI Lab and data.world’s customers.

Conclusion: Our findings provide evidence that the use of ontologies can further increase the accuracy of LLM
question-answering systems, thus supporting organisation’s trust in the GenAI solutions they deploy. With these
additions, we have moved toward a system that is more reliable, less prone to common errors, and ultimately more
practical for usage in real-world applications. These results support the main conclusion of this research: investment in
metadata, semantics, ontologies and Knowledge Graph are preconditions to achieve higher accuracy for LLM powered
question answering systems.
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